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MADEROTHERAPHY
ROUTINE

 

 

 

Tones and firms the skin
Super anti-cellulite
Improves blood circulation 
Improves the production of collagen, elastin and
vitamin E
Regulates the energy centers of the body
Improves muscle tension

THE BENEFITS 

Routine Sheet
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MOISTURIZING
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SLIMMING
SPRAY

 

Informations
 

Maderoteraphy is a thousand-year-old technique of oriental origin applied in aesthetics and rehabilitation
to tonify the skin, reshape the body and reduce cellulite.    

.

Maderotherapy is a massage that is performed 
is performed with a technique of friction

associated with essential oils, serums 
or moisturizing creams 
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The feel of natural wood on your
skin is different from electric
massage tools. It is healthier and will
not hurt your skin

ADIPODUCE

MADEROTHERAPY
ROUTINE

Utensils of the routine

Features
This MADEROTHERAPY Routine is composed of 5 products: 

1 body product of your choice
1 massager Gua Sha made of wood 
1 wooden massager with nine rollers 
1 wooden massage cup
1 wooden roller massager with sliding beads 

Maderothérapy 

Réf : NCC-CF-004
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Lait Hydratante corps  NCC-CO-026 
Device NCC-DE-004
Device NCC-DE-005
Device NCC-DE-006
Device NCC-DE-007
The utensils are made of 100% natural wood  

Ingrédients : see Data sheets : 

* 99% of the total is of natural origin 17% of the total
ingredients are from Organic Agriculture

CAdvice for use : After applying the moisturizer,
massage your body with the utensils in the box.

External use.

To be used preferably before the end: see under the box 

Your address

YOUR LABEL

MADEROTHERAPY
ROUTINE 

Effective tool to treat daily pains and
headaches, scratching the surface of the skin to

relieve its pain  

This utensil is suitable for massaging all parts of the
 body to relieve physical fatigue while making your skin 

while making your skin firmer.  
Effectively reduces cellulite,

eliminates the graceful mass while creating a 
a perfect silhouette  

This utensil is a draining tool that perfectly fits the 
shape of the body, promotes blood circulation 

and eliminates  toxins 

Frequency and area of application

Once a day / 
Body  


